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ABSTRACT 
Mobile Android applications often have access to sensitive data and resources on the user device. Misuse of data by malicious 

applications may result in privacy breaches and sensitive data leakage. In order to overcome such privacy problems an access 

control mechanism is proposed.  

Application requires installation and the admin registration takes place. The location for blocking is saved with the package 

name of the application installed in the user’s device. Employee is added for user login, once added the abstract is shown in  the 

admin device. If the admin enables the blocker immediately the user’s application is blocked. This may avoid privacy data 

breaches.  
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

As smart phones are becoming more powerful in  

terms of computational and communication capabilit ies, 

application developers  are taking advantage of these 

capabilit ies in order to provide new or enhanced services to 

their applications. For example, on March 2013 Samsung 

unveiled its Galaxy  S4 device with 8 CPU cores and 9 sensors 

that enrich the device with powerful resources. However, the 

majority of these resources can collect sensitive data and may 

expose users to high security and privacy risks if applications 

use them inappropriately and without the user’s knowledge. 

 

The threat arises when a device application acts 

maliciously and uses device resources to spy on the user or 

leak the user’s personal data without the user’s consent. 

Moreover, users carrying their s mart  phones in public and 

private places may unknowingly expose their private 

informat ion and threaten their personal security as they are not 

aware of the existence of such malicious activities on their 

devices.  

 

Since such a feature is still missing in popular smart  

phone systems, such as in Android systems, it  is crucial to 

investigate approaches for providing such control to device 

users. The need for configurable device policies based on 

context extends from high profile employees to regular smart  

phone users. 

 

For example, government employers, such as in 

national labs, restrict their employees from bringing any 

camera-enabled device to the workplace, including smart  

phones, even though employees might need to have their 

devices with them at all times as their devices may contain 

data and services they might need at any time. With context-

based device policies, employees may be allowed to use smart  

phones as they can disable all applications from using the 

camera and any device resources and privileges that 

employers restrict while at  work, while the user device can 

retain all its original privileges outside the work area. 

 

Context-based policies are also a necessity for 

politicians and law enforcement agents who would need to 

disable camera, microphone, and location services from their 

devices during confidential meetings while retaining these 

resources back in non-confidential locations. With context-

based policies, users can specify when and where their 

applications can access their device data and resources, which 

reduces the hackers’ chances of stealing such data. 

II. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure1 consists of an access control 

mechanis m that deals with access, collection, storage, 

processing, and usage of context information and 

device policies. To handle all the aforementioned 

functions, framework design of the figure consists of 

four main components as shown in figure  Location 

Source collects the physical location parameters 

(GPS, Cell IDs, Wi-Fi parameters) through the 

device sensors and stores them in its own database, 

linking each physical location to a user-defined 

logical location. It  also verifies and updates those 

parameters whenever the device is re-located. 
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 It controls the authorizations of applications 

and prevents unauthorized usage of device resources 

or services. Even though the Android OS has its own 

permission control system that checks if an  

application has privileges to request resources or 

services, the access controller complements this 

system with more control methods and specific fine-

grained control permissions that better reflect the 

application capabilities and narrow down its 

accessibility to resources.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1 App blocker architecture 
 
 

 

The admin(access controller)enhances the 

security of the device system since the existing 

Android system has some permissions that, once 

granted to applications, may give applications more 

accessibility than they need, which malicious code 

can take advantage of. For example, the permission 

READ PHONE STATE gives privileged applications 

a set of information such as the phone number, the 

IMEI/MEID identifier, subscriber identification, 

phone state (busy/available), SIM serial number, etc.  

The client (policy manager) represents the 

interface used to create policies, mainly assigning 

application restrictions to contexts. It mainly gives 

control to the user to configure which resources and 

services are accessible by applicat ions at the given 

context provided by the Location Source. As an 

example, the user through the Policy Manager can 

create a policy to enable location services only when 

the user is at work during weekdays between 8 am 

and 5 pm.  

The user (policy executor) enforces device 

restrictions by comparing the device’s context with 

the configured policies. Once an application requests 

access to a resource or service, the Policy Executer 

checks the user-configured restrictions set at the 

Policy Manager to either grant to deny access to the 

application request. The Po licy Executer acts as 

policy enforcement by sending the authorizat ion 

informat ion to the Access Controller to handle 

application requests, and is also responsible to 

resolve policy conflicts and apply the strictest 

restrictions. Through the Policy Manager, users can 

create CBAC policies through configuring 

application restrictions and linking them to contexts. 

When an application requests a resource or service, 

the admin (access controller) verifies at run-time 

whether the application request is authorized and 

forwards the request to the Policy Executer. 

 If the request is authorized, the user (policy 

executer) then checks if there is any policy that 

corresponds to the application request. If such a 

policy exists, the Policy Executer requests from the 

Location Source to retrieve the context at the time of 

the application request. The Policy Executer then 

compares the retrieved context with the context 

defined in  the policy. In  case of a match, the Po licy  

Executer enforces the corresponding policy 

restrictions by reporting back to the Access 

Controller to apply those restrictions on the 

application request. 

 The carefully design the access control 

framework so that the user-configured policies are 

securely enforced with min imal processing steps and 

execution time to avoid any significant delays in 

responding back to the requesting application. As our 

design should securely handle policy execution, 

maintain the context data provided by the Context 

Provider to make sure it is accurate, precise and up-

to-date. 
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III. OVERVIEW 

A. Input Design 

The input design is the link between the informat ion 

system and the user. It comprises the developing specification 

and procedures for data preparation and those steps are 

necessary to put transaction data in to a usable form for 

processing can be achieved by inspecting the computer to read 

data from a written or printed document or it can occur by 

having people keying the data directly into the system.  

The design of input focuses on controlling the amount of input 

required, controlling the erro rs, avoiding delay, avoiding extra 

steps and keeping the process simple.  

The input is designed in such a way so that it provides security 

and ease of use with retaining the privacy. Input Design 

considered the following things: 

 What data should be given as input? 

 How the data should be arranged or coded? 

 The dialog to guide the operating personnel in 

providing input. 

 Methods for preparing input validations and steps to 

follow when error occur. 

 

B. Objectives 

Input Design is the process of converting a user-

oriented description of the input into a computer-based 

system. The input design is important to avoid errors in  the 

data input process and show the correct d irection to  the 

management fo r getting correct informat ion from the 

computerized system. 

It is achieved by creating user-friendly screens for 

the data entry to handle large volume of data. The goal of 

designing input is to make data entry easier and to be free 

from errors. The data entry screen is designed in such a 

way that all the data manipulates can be performed. It also 

provides record viewing facilities. 

When the data is entered it will check for its validity. 

Data can be entered with the help of screens. Appropriate 

messages are provided as when needed so that the user 

will not be in maize of instant. Thus the objective of input 

design is to create an input layout that is easy to follow 

 

C. Output Design 

 
A quality output is one, which meets the 

requirements of the end user and presents the informat ion 

clearly. In any system results of processing are 

communicated to the users and to other system through 

outputs. In output design it is determined how the 

informat ion is to be displaced for immediate need and 

also the hard copy output. It is the most important and 

direct source information to the user. Efficient and 

intelligent output design improves the system’s 

relationship to help user decision-making. 

 Designing computer output should proceed in an  

organized, well thought out manner; the right output 

must be developed while ensuring that each output 

element is designed so that people will find the 

system can use easily and effectively. When analysis 

design computer output, they should Identify the 

specific output that is needed to meet the 

requirements. 

 Select methods for presenting information. 

 Create document, report, or other fo rmats that 

contain information produced by the system. 

The output form of an information system should accomplish 

one or more of the following objectives. 

 Convey informat ion about past activities, current 

status or projections of the 

 Future. 

 Signal important events, opportunities, problems, or 

warnings. 

 Trigger an action. 

 Confirm an action. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The modified version of the Android OS supporting 

context-based access control policies. These applications 

restricts the accessing of specific data and/or resources based 

on the user context. The restrict ions specified are 

automatically applied as soon as the user input matches the 

pre-defined context associated. The experimental result shows 

the effectiveness of Android system and applications within a 

user-defined context. 

 

V.        FUTURE ENHANCEMANT 

The approach requires users to configure their own 

set of policies the difficu lty of setting up these configurations 

require the same expertise needed to inspect application 

permissions listed at installation time. However we plan to 

extend the approach to give network admin istrators of 

organizations the same capabilities once a mobile device 

connects to their network. Network administrators are able to 

block malicious application accesses to resources and services 

that may affect the security of their network. Approach is 

critical for assuring security of corporate networks when 

organizations allow users to “bring their own devices”. 
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